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ABSTRACT

This chapter will focus on the transformative effect Business Intelligence (BI) brings to an organization 
decision making, enhancing its performance, reducing overall cost of operations and improving its com-
petitive posture. This chapter will enunciate the key principles and practices to bridge the gap between 
organization requirements vs. capabilities of any BI tool(s) by proposing a framework of organizational 
factors such as user’s role, their analytical needs, access preferences and technical /analytical literacy 
etc. Evaluation methodology to select best BI tools properly aligned to the organization infrastructure 
will also be discussed. Softer issues and organizational change for successful implementation of BI will 
be further explained.

INTRODUCTION

New technologies always fascinate organization leadership. They want to quickly adopt them and repeat 
the much-hyped success their first mover peers have already achieved. But emulating similar success 
by using similar technologies is hard to come by because all organizations are different and their needs 
are different. The key is to identify those organizational factors that help or impede implementation of 
a new technology and then take appropriate action while planning, selection, implementation, exploita-
tion and cessation of any technology, in our case Business Intelligence(BI), Data analytics(DA) and data 
mining (DM) technology.
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This chapter will focus on transformative impact BI, DA and DM can bring to an organization deci-
sion making, enhancing its performance, reducing costs and improving competitive posture. We will be 
using Business Intelligence (BI) as a common word to depict all types of tools and technologies that are 
enabling organization use and exploit data to derive new meaning for enhancing their business perfor-
mance and competitiveness. Since BI tools are usually self-service by users, proper selection of tool to 
meet various types of users within the organization is the key to success. This chapter enunciates key 
principles and practices which will help bridge organization requirements with what BI tool(s) offers. 
A framework of organizational factors such as user’s role, their analytical needs, access preferences and 
technical /analytical literacy will be considered for BI success. This chapter will also cover evaluation 
methodology to select best BI tools based on these organizational factors and needs. This chapter will 
help its readers to identify the right BI solution which is properly aligned to the organization infrastructure 
and is able to meet its analysis needs to achieve anticipated business value. This chapter will outline the 
softer issues that need to be addressed so that its full potential can be realized during implementation 
of BI, DA and DM technologies. It will also outline how to bring about change in organization culture 
to ensure a successful implementation of BI, DA and DM technologies.

To summarize the objectives of this chapter would be:

• Examine the transformative impact of BI technologies.
• Selection and alignment of BI technologies with the organization needs and its long-term vision.
• Describe the framework for successful adoption of BI technologies for organizational success.

BACKGROUND

BI is used to derive insights from vast amount of Data for better and faster decisions. For this it needs 
the following four:

1.  Algorithms
2.  Technology building blocks
3.  IT infrastructure
4.  Skills for

a.  Business insight
b.  Data Science
c.  Information Technology

Analytics is no longer part of IT function and is being practiced currently by business users who want 
faster actions with better speed-to-insight response. Business function users can justify higher cost of 
IT and may like to go independently for quick results by acquiring tools and infrastructure against the 
wishes of their IT peers who try to trade off speed with lower cost by attempting to implement common 
platforms for BI. However, the later approach by IT would normally take time but would have better 
architecture. The former approach will yield quicker results but will lead to integration problems besides 
increased cost, duplicate investments and redundancy. The choice between these two is also about who 
takes decision for the technology, such as the choice of BI tools and IT Infrastructure. Such conflicts 
have been faced regularly by most organization and the successful group is the one who is able to get 
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